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We present a study of collapse-revival patterns that appear in the changes of atomic populations
induced by the interaction of ultracold two-level atoms with electromagnetic cavities in resonance
with an m-photon transition of the atoms (m-photon mazer). In particular, sech2 and gaussian
cavity mode profiles are considered and differences in the collapse-revival patterns are reported. The
quantum theory of the m-photon mazer is written in the framework of the dressed-state coordinate
formalism. Simple expressions for the atomic populations, the cavity photon statistics, and the
reflection and transmission probabilities are given for any initial state of the atom-field system.
Evidence for the population trapping phenomenon which suppress the collapse-revivals in the m-
photon mazer is given.
PACS number : 42.50.-p, 32.80.-t, 42.50.Ct, 42.50.Dv
I. INTRODUCTION
Laser cooling of atoms is a rapidly developing field
in quantum optics. Cold and ultracold atoms intro-
duce new regimes in atomic physics often not consid-
ered in the past. Recently, Scully et al. [1] have shown
that a new kind of induced emission occurs when a
micromaser is pumped by ultracold atoms, requiring a
quantum-mechanical treatment of the center-of-mass mo-
tion. They called this particular process mazer action to
insist on the quantized z-motion feature of the induced
emission.
The detailed quantum theory of the mazer has been
presented in a series of three papers by Scully and co-
workers [2–4]. They showed that the induced emission
probability is strongly dependent on the cavity mode pro-
file. Analytical calculations were presented for the mesa
and the sech2 mode profiles. For sinusoidal modes, WKB
solutions were detailed.
Retamal et al. [5] showed that we must go beyond the
WKB solutions for the sinusoidal mode case when we
consider strictly the ultracold regime. Remarkably, they
showed that the resonances in the emission probability
are not completely smeared out for actual interaction and
cavity parameters. In a recent work [6], we proposed a
numerical method for calculating efficiently the induced
emission probability for arbitrary cavity field modes. In
particular, the gaussian potential was considered, think-
ing in open cavities in the microwave or optical field
regime. Differences with respect to the sech2 mode case
were found. Calculations for sinusoidal potentials were
also performed and divergences with WKB results were
reported, confirming results given in [5].
Zhang et al. [7] extended the concept of the mazer
to the two-photon process by proposing the idea of the
two-photon mazer. Their work was focused on the study
of its induced emission probability in the special case
of the mesa mode function. Under the condition of an
initial coherent field state, they showed that this prob-
ability exhibits with respect to the interaction length
the collapse-revivals phenomenon, which have different
features in different regimes. They are similar to those
in the two-photon Jaynes-Cummings model only in the
thermal-atom regime.
The collapse-revivals of the atomic excitation in the
framework of the Jaynes-Cummings model was predicted
in the early 1980s by Eberly and co-workers [8–10]. Fleis-
chhauer and Schleich [11] showed later that the shape of
each revival is a direct reflection of the shape of the ini-
tial photon-number distribution Pn, assuming that the
atom is prepared completely in the upper state or in the
lower state and that the distribution Pn is sufficiently
smooth. It was also noticed that, under some special
conditions of the initial atom-field state, the revivals can
be largely and even completely suppressed [12–14]. This
phenomenon was denominated “population trapping” to
refer, as noted by Yoo and Eberly [15], to a persistent
probability of finding the atom in a given level in spite of
the existence of both the radiation field and allowed tran-
sitions to other levels. The initial atom-field states giving
rise to this phenomenon were called “trapping states” in
[16]. Let us mention that this denomination is actually
used in various physical contexts whenever a degree of
freedom is found unaltered in spite of the existence of an
interaction able to change its value. For instance trap-
ping states in the context of the micromaser theory have
been predicted and very recently measured by Filipowicz
et al. [17] and Weidinger et al. [18] respectively. Nev-
ertheless, these trapping states do not relate with the
suppression of the collapse-revivals we are dealing here.
An elegant explanation of the population trapping
phenomenon has been proposed just very recently by
Jonathan et al. [19], who noticed that the key to un-
derstand the collapse-revival patterns under very general
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conditions is to consider the joint initial properties of the
atom-field system, even if this one is completely disentan-
gled before the interaction. By defining an appropriate
coordinate system, the dressed-state coordinates, they
were able to yield simple analytical expressions for the
atomic populations which exhibit the conditions needed
for population trapping.
At the present time, no work has been devoted to know
whether the revivals predicted by Zhang et al. [7] for
the two-photon mazer may also be suppressed by use
of an appropriate initial state of the atom-field system.
An answer to this question is given at the end of this
paper. To be not restricted to the case of the two-photon
mazer, our analysis is generalized to the arbitrary m-
photon mazer system, although the construction of real
multiphoton cavities results in a formidable experimental
task.
In Sec. II, we write the quantum theory of the m-
photon mazer by use of the dressed-state coordinate
formalism as it was very efficient in the description
of the population trapping phenomenon in the Jaynes-
Cummings model [19]. General expressions are derived
for the atomic populations and the cavity photon distri-
bution after the interaction of the atom with the cavity.
The theory is written for any initial pure state of the
atom-field system (entangled or not). We consider zero
temperature and no dissipation in the high-Q cavity. In
Sec. III, results of Zhang et al. [7] are extended to the
1, 2 and 3-photon mazer systems and to various cavity
mode profiles (mesa, sech2, and gaussian ones). Collapse-
revival patterns are described for atoms prepared com-
pletely in the upper state or in the lower state. Sec. IV
is devoted to the study of the m-photon mazer trapping
states which suppress the collapse-revivals. A brief sum-
mary of our results is given in Sec. V.
II. THE MODEL
A. The Hamiltonian
We consider a two-level atom moving along the z-
direction in the way to a cavity of length L. The atom
is coupled resonantly with an m-photon transition to a
single mode of the quantized field present in the cavity.
The atom-field interaction is modulated by the cavity
field mode function. The atomic center-of-mass motion is
described quantum mechanically and the rotating-wave
approximation is made. In the interaction picture, the
Hamiltonian describing the system is
H =
p2
2M
+ h¯g u(z)(a†mσ + amσ†), (1)
where p is the atomic center-of-mass momentum along
the z-axis, M is the atomic mass, σ = |b〉〈a| (|a〉 and
|b〉 are respectively the upper and lower levels of the m-
photon transition), a and a† are respectively the anni-
hilation and creation operators of the cavity radiation
field, g is the atom-field coupling strength (half the Rabi
frequency) and u(z) is the cavity field mode.
B. The wavefunctions
In the z-representation and in the dressed-state basis{ |b, 0〉, . . . , |b,m− 1〉,
|±, n〉 = 1√
2
(|a, n〉 ± |b, n+m〉) , (2)
|n〉 being the photon-number states, the problem re-
duces to the scattering of the atom upon the potentials
V ±n (z) = ±h¯g
√
(n+ 1) . . . (n+m)u(z). Indeed, the set
of wavefunction components
ψ±n (z, t) = 〈z,±, n|ψ(t)〉, (3)
where |ψ(t)〉 is the atom-field state satisfy the
Schro¨dinger equation
ih¯
∂
∂t
ψ±n (z, t) =
(
− h¯
2
2M
∂2
∂z2
+ V ±n (z)
)
ψ±n (z, t). (4)
The general solution of (4) is
ψ±n (z, t) =
∫
dk φ±n (k)e
−i h¯k2
2M
tϕ±n (k, z), (5)
where ϕ±n (k, z) is solution of the time-independent
Schro¨dinger equation(
∂2
∂z2
+ k2 ∓ κ2nu(z)
)
ϕ±n (k, z) = 0, (6)
with
κn = κ
4
√
(n+ 1) . . . (n+m) (7)
and
κ =
√
2Mg/h¯ . (8)
The wavefunction components (n = 1, . . . ,m)
ψ−n(z, t) = 〈z, b,m− n|ψ(t)〉 (9)
satisfy a Schro¨dinger equation characterized with a null
potential and are therefore not affected by the interaction
of the atom with the cavity. The atom in the lower state
cannot obviously interact with the cavity field that con-
tains less than m photons. The components (9) describe
a free particle problem.
We assume that, initially, the atomic center-of-mass
motion is not correlated to the other degrees of freedom.
We describe it by the wave packet
χ(z) ≡ 〈z|χ〉 =
∫
dkA(k)eikzθ(−z), (10)
2
where θ(z) is the Heaviside step function (indicating that
the atoms are incident from the left of the cavity). No re-
strictions are made for the initial conditions of the atomic
internal state and the cavity field state, except that pure
states are only considered. By use of an expansion over
the dressed-state basis (2), we may write
|ψ(0)〉 = |χ〉 ⊗
(
m∑
n=1
w−neiχ−n |b,m− n〉+
∞∑
n=0
wne
iχn |βn〉
)
,
(11)
with
|βn〉 = cos
(
θn
2
)
|+, n〉+ e−iφn sin
(
θn
2
)
|−, n〉. (12)
The parameters wn ∈ [0, 1], θn ∈ [0, pi] and χn,
φn ∈ [0, 2pi] are called dressed-state coordinates [19]. The
normalisation condition is
∞∑
n=−m
w2n = 1 (13)
and the phase factor χ−m may be set to 0 without loss
of generality.
We consider therefore{
ψ−n(z, 0) = c−nχ(z),
ψ±n (z, 0) = c
±
nχ(z),
(14)
with 

c−n = w−neiχ−n ,
c+n = wne
iχn cos (θn/2) ,
c−n = wne
i(χn−φn) sin (θn/2) .
(15)
Inserting Eqs. (2) and (10) into Eq. (11), we get
|ψ(0)〉 =
∫
dz
∫
dk A(k)×( ∞∑
n=0
[
Sa,ne
ikzθ(−z)|z, a, n〉
+Sb,n+me
ikzθ(−z)|z, b, n+m〉
]
+
m∑
n=1
w−neiχ−neikzθ(−z)|z, b,m− n〉
)
, (16)
with (
Sa,n
Sb,n+m
)
= A˜n
(
1
1
)
(17)
and
A˜n =
wne
iχn
√
2
(
cos (θn/2) e
−iφn sin (θn/2) ,
cos (θn/2) −e−iφn sin (θn/2) ,
)
(18)
After the atom has left the interaction region, the
wavefunctions ϕ±n (k, z) can be written as
ϕ±n (k, z) =
{
r±n (k)e
−ikz (z < 0)
t±n (k)e
ik(z−L) (z > L)
, (19)
where r±n (k) and t
±
n (k) are respectively the reflection
and transmission coefficient associated with the scatter-
ing of the particle of momentum h¯k upon the potential
V ±n (z) (Eq. 6). The initial state components ψ
±
n (z, 0)
have evolved into
ψ±n (z, t) = c
±
n
∫
dk A(k)e−i
h¯k
2
2M
t
[
r±n (k)e
−ikzθ(−z)
+t±n (k)e
ik(z−L)θ(z − L)] (20)
whereas the free particle wavefunction components
ψ−n(z, 0) become
ψ−n(z, t) = c−n
∫
dk A(k)e−i
h¯k
2
2M
teik(z−L)θ(z − L). (21)
We thus obtain
|ψ(t)〉 =
∫
dz
∫
dk A(k)e−i
h¯k
2
2M
t ×( ∞∑
n=0
[
Ra,n(k)e
−ikzθ(−z)|z, a, n〉
+Ta,n(k)e
ik(z−L)θ(z − L)|z, a, n〉 (22)
+Rb,n+m(k)e
−ikzθ(−z)|z, b, n+m〉
+Tb,n+m(k)e
ik(z−L)θ(z − L)|z, b, n+m〉
]
+
m∑
n=1
w−neiχ−neik(z−L)θ(z − L)|z, b,m− n〉
)
,
in which (
Ra,n(k)
Rb,n+m(k)
)
= A˜n
(
r+n (k)
r−n (k)
)
, (23a)
(
Ta,n(k)
Tb,n+m(k)
)
= A˜n
(
t+n (k)
t−n (k)
)
. (23b)
If initially the electromagnetic field is in the state |n〉
and the atom is in the excited state |a〉, the only non-zero
dressed-state coordinates are wn = 1 and θn = pi/2. We
get therefore
A˜n =
1
2
(
1 1
1 −1
)
(24)
and Eqs. (23) lead to the same results given by Meyer
et al. [2] who considered in detail this case for the one-
photon mazer.
C. Atomic populations
The reduced density matrix σ(t) for the atomic inter-
nal degree of freedom is given by the trace over the radi-
ation and the atomic external variables of the atom-field
density matrix, that is its elements i, j = a, b are
3
σij(t) =
∑
n
∫
dz〈z, i, n|ψ(t)〉〈ψ(t)|z, j, n〉. (25)
The atomic populations σii follows immediately from
Eq. (25) :
σii(t) =
∑
n
∫
dz|〈z, i, n|ψ(t)〉|2. (26)
Inserting Eqs. (16) and (22) into Eq. (26) and using
Eqs. (17) and (23), we get for an incident atom of mo-
mentum h¯k :
σaa(0) =
1
2
[
1−
m∑
n=1
w2−n +
∞∑
n=0
w2n sin(θn) cos(φn)
]
, (27)
σaa(t) =
1
2
[
1−
m∑
n=1
w2−n +
∞∑
n=0
w2n sin(θn)Re(e
iφnKn)
]
,
(28)
where
Kn = r
+
n r
−∗
n + t
+
n t
−∗
n . (29)
The change of the atomic population σaa induced by
the interaction of the incident atom with the cavity ra-
diation field is then given by
δσaa = σaa(t)− σaa(0), (30)
with the time t chosen long after the interaction.
Thus we have
δσaa =
∞∑
n=0
∆n, (31)
with
∆n =
w2n
2
sin(θn)
[
Re
(
eiφnKn
)− cos(φn)] . (32)
As expected, the components w−neiχ−n of the initial
state |ψ(0)〉 over the states |b, n〉 (n < m) do not play
any role in the dynamics of the system.
We have to emphasize that in Eq. (31) ∆n cannot be
interpreted strictly as the change in the σaa population
induced by the interaction of the two-level atom with
the cavity radiation field containing n photons. This is
only true when the incident atom is prepared in the ex-
cited state. Indeed, if initially the internal atomic state
is ca|a〉+cb|b〉 and the field state is |n〉 (n ≥ m), then the
only non-zero dressed-state coordinates are wn = |ca|,
χn = arg(ca), θn = pi/2, wn−m = |cb|, χn−m = arg(cb),
θn−m = pi/2 and φn−m = pi. We thus have in that case
δσaa = ∆n +∆n−m,
= ∆n iff cb = 0. (33)
D. Photon statistics
The reduced density matrix ρ(t) for the cavity radia-
tion field is given by the trace over the internal and exter-
nal atomic degrees of freedom of the atom-field density
matrix, that is its elements n, n′ are
ρnn′(t) =
∑
i=a,b
∫
dz〈z, i, n|ψ(t)〉〈ψ(t)|z, i, n′〉. (34)
The photon distribution Pn = ρnn follows immediately
from Eq. (34) :
Pn(t) =
∑
i=a,b
∫
dz|〈z, i, n|ψ(t)〉|2. (35)
The change δPn in the cavity photon distribution in-
duced by the interaction of the cavity electromagnetic
field with the incident atom is then given by
δPn = Pn(t)− Pn(0). (36)
Inserting Eqs. (16) and (22) into Eq. (35) and using
Eqs. (17) and (23), we get for an incident atom of mo-
mentum h¯k :
δPn =
{
∆n −∆n−m (n ≥ m),
∆n (n < m).
(37)
We see that if the initial state is |a, n〉 we have
δσaa + δPn+m = 0, (38)
which gives an intuitive population conservation condi-
tion.
E. Reflection and transmission probabilities
The reflection and transmission probabilities of the in-
cident atom upon the cavity are respectively given by
R =
∑
i=a,b
∑
n
∫ 0
−∞
dz|〈z, i, n|ψ(t)〉|2, (39a)
T =
∑
i=a,b
∑
n
∫ ∞
L
dz|〈z, i, n|ψ(t)〉|2. (39b)
Inserting Eq. (22) into Eqs. (39), we get for an incident
atom of momentum h¯k :
R =
∞∑
n=0
w2n
(
cos2(θn/2)|r+n |2 + sin2(θn/2)|r−n |2
)
, (40a)
T =
∞∑
n=0
w2n
(
cos2(θn/2)|t+n |2 + sin2(θn/2)|t−n |2
)
+
m∑
n=1
w2−n. (40b)
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One verifies immediately that the results of Meyer
et al. [2] about the reflection and transmission proba-
bilities are well recovered by Eqs. (40) when their initial
conditions are considered. Indeed, when the atom-field
system is initially in the state |a, n〉, Eqs. (40) become
R =
1
2
(|r+n |2 + |r−n |2), (41a)
T =
1
2
(|t+n |2 + |t−n |2). (41b)
We get the same results if the atom-field system is
initially in the state |b, n〉 with n ≥ m, except that n
must be replaced by n − m in Eqs. (41). In the case
n < m, we have obviously T = 1.
F. Final remarks
All the results here above (about the atomic popula-
tions, the photon statistics, and the reflection and trans-
mission probabilities) may be very easily generalized for
any momentum wavefunction A(k) of the initial wave
packet. The various expressions must simply be weighted
by |A(k)|2 and integrated over k. For instance, Eq. (31)
becomes
δσaa =
∫
dk |A(k)|2
∞∑
n=0
∆n, (42)
where ∆n depends on k through the reflection and trans-
mission coefficients, r±n (k) and t
±
n (k) respectively, in Kn
(see Eq. (32)).
The expressions obtained for all these various physi-
cal quantities are very simple in the framework of the
dressed-state formalism, even though they are very gen-
eral. They take a form much more complicated when
the usual coordinates of the atom-field system are used
(the complex coefficients ca, cb and c(n) of the atom-
field states written as (ca|a〉+ cb|b〉)⊗
∑
n c(n)|n〉). Also
entangled initial states may be considered by this for-
malism. The great advantage of the dressed-state coor-
dinates was already pointed out by Jonathan et al. [19]
who used them to express various physical quantities in
the Jaynes-Cummings model.
III. COLLAPSE-REVIVALS
Expressions (31) and (37) show that the features of
the changes in the atomic populations and in the photon
distribution Pn with respect to the interaction length κL
are directly related to the characteristics of ∆n. This in
turn depends on the atom-field initial state (through the
dressed-state coordinates) and on the cavity field mode
profile u(z) which affect the reflection and transmission
coefficients, r±n and t
±
n respectively, and thus Kn.
If Kn have a strong oscillatory behaviour with respect
to κL, we may expect collapse-revivals in the population
changes when several modes of the field are initially filled.
In the following we will restrict ourselves to the descrip-
tion of the collapse-revivals when the atom is prepared
completely in the upper or in the lower state, and the
field is in the state
∑
n c(n)|n〉.
When the atom is initially in the upper state |a〉,
σbb(t) = 1−σaa(t) represents the probability that a pho-
ton be emitted by the atom due to its interaction with
the cavity. From Eq. (28), one gets that this induced
emission probability is given by
Pem =
∞∑
n=0
p(n)Pem(n), (43)
with p(n) = |c(n)|2 and
Pem(n) =
1− Re(Kn)
2
. (44)
When the atom is initially in the lower state |b〉, σaa(t)
represents the probability that a cavity photon be ab-
sorbed by the atom. This absorption probability is iden-
tical to the induced emission probability Pem, except that
p(n) must be replaced by p(n+m) in Eq. (43).
The induced emission probability Pem is studied here-
after for different cavity mode profiles: mesa, sech2 and
gaussian modes. Our description is restricted to the ul-
tracold regime (incident atoms with a momentum h¯k
such that k/κ≪ 1).
A. Mesa mode
In the special case where the cavity field mode profile
is given by the mesa function
u(z) =
{
1 for 0 < z < L
0 elsewhere
(45)
the reflection and transmission coefficients r±n (k) and
t±n (k) respectively may be calculated analytically. Their
expression has been given for the one-photon mazer by
Lo¨ffler et al. [3]. Same results are obtained for the m-
photon mazer, except that the value of the parameter
κn must be changed accordingly (see Eq. (7)). Inserting
these results into Eq. (44), one gets when exp(κnL)≫ 1
and (κn/2k)
2 exp(κnL) sin(κnL)≫ 1 that
Pem(n) =
1
2
[
1 + 12 sin(2κnL)
]
1 + (κn/2k)2 sin
2(κnL)
. (46)
As pointed out by Lo¨ffler et al. [3], Eq. (46) is sim-
ilar to the Airy function of the classical optics which
gives the transmitted intensity in a Fabry-Perot interfer-
ometer. This by no means exhibits a strong oscillatory
behaviour. Thus, we have no chance to obtain similar
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collapse-revivals as those in the Jaynes-Cummings model
when several mode of the field are initially filled. This
is illustrated in Fig. 1 for the 1, 2 and 3-photon mazers
where the cavity field is taken initially in a coherent state
(p(n) = e−n¯ n¯
n
n! ) with a mean photon number n¯ = 10. A
chaotic behaviour in the curves Pem(κL) is clearly ob-
tained for k/κ = 0.1.
B. Sech2 mode
When the cavity field mode profile is given by the sech2
function
u(z) = sech2(z/L) (47)
the reflection and transmission coefficients may also be
calculated analytically. Their expression has been given
for the one-photon mazer by Lo¨ffler et al. [3]. Again,
same results are obtained for the m-photon mazer, ex-
cept that the value of the parameter κn must be changed
accordingly. Hence, the curves Pem(n) with respect to
the interaction length κnL are identical for the one-
photon and the m-photon mazers. Two such curves have
been presented by Lo¨ffler et al. [3] for k/κn = 0.1 and
k/κn = 0.01. These curves present well resolved reso-
nances that get smeared for large values of the interac-
tion length. We have calculated for the 1, 2 and 3-photon
mazers the induced emission probability in the case of a
cavity field initially in a coherent state (with n¯ = 10).
These results are presented on Fig. 2 for k/κ = 0.1.
Evidence for collapse-revivals is shown on these figures.
They are stronger in the case of the 3-photon mazer.
C. Gaussian mode
For a cavity field mode profile described by the gaus-
sian function
u(z) = e−
z
2
2σ2 (48)
the reflection and transmission coefficients can no more
be calculated analytically.
We proposed recently [6] a numerical method for com-
puting efficiently these coefficients and the induced emis-
sion probability Pem(n). We compare on Fig. 3 the re-
sults obtained for this probability to those calculated in
the case of the sech2 mode profile. We have considered
k/κn = 0.1 and interaction lengths κnL varying between
0 and 20. The parameter σ in Eq. (48) was fixed to√
2/piL in order to adopt the same normalization factor
for the two profiles (identical area under the modes). As
we pointed out in [6], the resonances in the curves get
smeared with increasing values of κnL for both profiles.
But this fact is not so marked in the case of the gaus-
sian profile where the resonances still exist for longer in-
teraction lengths. It is a result to be expected as the
gaussian profile is growing more abruptly than the sech2
one. Thus it is in some sense “closer” to the mesa mode,
which exhibits resonances at infinity.
We have then calculated the induced emission prob-
ability Pem with respect to κL for a field initially in a
coherent state (with n¯ = 10). The result is presented on
Fig. 4 for the 1, 2 and 3-photon mazers. As the curves
for the probability Pem(n) are qualitatively similar in the
cases of the gaussian and the sech2 modes, it is not a
surprising result that the collapse-revivals are also simi-
lar in both cases. Nevertheless, they are stronger for the
gaussian potential because the oscillations in Pem(n) are
stronger too.
Squeezing the field inside the cavity has an effect on
the collapse-revival patterns. We have considered initial
photon distributions p(n) inside the cavity corresponding
to various squeezed coherent states |α, reiθ〉, namely
p(n) =
(tanh r)n
2nn! cosh r
∣∣∣∣Hn
(
αe−iθ/2√
2 cosh r sinh r
)∣∣∣∣
2
× exp
[
−|α|2 + 1
2
(e−iθα2 + eiθ(α∗)2) tanh r
]
, (49)
where Hn(z) designates the n
th order Hermite polyno-
mial. We noticed that squeeze parameters r of the or-
der of 0.3 enhance significantly the collapse-revivals pre-
sented on Figs. 2 and 4 (keeping the same coherent pa-
rameter |α|2 = 10 and taking θ = 0), while higher squeeze
parameters tend to destroy them.
IV. POPULATION TRAPPING
When the atom-field initial state is such that sin(θn) =
0, we get from Eq. (32) ∆n = 0, whatever the value of
Kn. In this case, we have
δσaa = δσbb = δPn = 0, (50)
indicating that the interaction of the atom with the cav-
ity radiation field has no effect on the atomic populations
σii (i = a, b) and on the cavity photon distribution Pn,
whatever the cavity field mode function, whatever the
cavity interaction length κL and whatever the atomic
initial velocity. We conclude that the mazer give rise
to the perfect population trapping phenomenon, when
considering zero temperature and no dissipation in the
high-Q cavity. This property holds for the ultracold, in-
termediate and thermal-atom regimes, as it is completely
independent on the external atomic degree of freedom.
For the same reason, it holds for any momentum wave-
function A(k) of the initial wave packet.
The class of states verifying sin(θn) = 0, named perfect
trapping states, are given by
|γ±〉 = γ
m|a〉 ± |b〉√
1 + |γ|2m ⊗
√
1− |γ|2
∞∑
n=0
γn|n〉, (51)
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where γ is a complex number with |γ| < 1.
Indeed, rewriting these states in terms of the dressed-
state basis, we find
|γ±〉 =
√
1− |γ|2
1 + |γ|2m
( ∞∑
n=0
√
2γn+m|±, n〉 ±
m−1∑
n=0
γn|b, n〉
)
.
(52)
For each n there is only a single dressed-state present
in the sum of expression (52). Depending on whether it
is |+, n〉 or |−, n〉, we have respectively sin(θn/2) = 0 or
cos(θn/2) = 0, and so sin(θn) = 0 in any case.
This give rise to another very interesting feature of the
perfect trapping states. The reflection and transmission
probabilities (40) become
R =
∞∑
n=0
w2n|r±n |2, (53a)
T =
∞∑
n=0
w2n|t±n |2 +
m∑
n=1
w2−n, (53b)
with
wn =
√
1− |γ|2
1 + |γ|2m
√
2|γ|n+m, (54a)
w−n =
√
1− |γ|2
1 + |γ|2m |γ|
m−n. (54b)
The particle moving along the z-axis is only sensitive
to either a superposition of the potentials V +n (z) or a su-
perposition of V −n (z), but never to both. In principle,
it would be possible to imagine an experimental set-up
where the particles would encounter only an effective po-
tential well, instead of an effective potential hill.
It is important to emphasize that the perfect trapping
states do not make the cavity transparent to the incident
atoms, because the reflection coefficient R is not nullified.
V. SUMMARY
In this paper, we have studied collapse-revival pat-
terns that appear in the changes of the atomic popu-
lations induced by the interaction of ultracold two-level
atoms with electromagnetic cavities of various interaction
lengths that are in resonance with an m-photon transi-
tion of the atoms. In particular, the sech2 and gaussian
cavity mode profiles have been considered and differences
in the collapse-revival patterns are reported. They are
stronger in the case of the gaussian potential. With the
aim of such studies in view, we have written the quantum
theory of the m-photon mazer by use of the dressed-state
coordinate formalism. Simple expressions for the atomic
populations, the cavity photon statistics, and the reflec-
tion and transmission probabilities have been given for
any initial pure state of the atom-field system. The evi-
dence for the population trapping phenomenon has then
been very easily given. The trapping states written in
Sec. IV have the property to leave, after the atom-field
interaction, the cavity field and the internal atomic de-
grees of freedom at their initial value, independently of
the cavity field mode, the cavity interaction length, and
the initial atomic velocity.
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FIG. 1. The induced emission probability Pem as a function
of the interaction length κL for the mesa mode profile and a
cavity field initially in a coherent state (n¯ = 10, k/κ = 0.1).
(a) 1-photon mazer, (b) 2-photon mazer, (c) 3-photon mazer.
The y-scale is between 0 and 0.5 for each curve.
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FIG. 2. The induced emission probability Pem as a function
of the interaction length κL for the sech2 mode profile and a
cavity field initially in a coherent state (n¯ = 10, k/κ = 0.1).
(a) 1-photon mazer, (b) 2-photon mazer, (c) 3-photon mazer.
The y-scale is between 0 and 0.5 for each curve.
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FIG. 3. The induced emission probability Pem(n) as a func-
tion of the interaction length κnL for the sech
2 mode profile
(a) and the gaussian profile (b) (k/κn = 0.1).
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FIG. 4. The induced emission probability Pem as a function
of the interaction length κL for the gaussian mode profile and
a cavity field initially in a coherent state (n¯ = 10, k/κ = 0.1).
(a) 1-photon mazer, (b) 2-photon mazer, (c) 3-photon mazer.
The y-scale is between 0 and 0.5 for each curve.
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